Contact: +385 91 901 9011
+385 91 445 2121
Mail:

info@rafting-pirate.com

Rafting Omis
This is a 10 kilometers descent and will take an average of 3 hours to complete. You will enjoy several
stops along the way. Swimming, cliff jumping, showering under a waterfall, exploring a beautiful cave
and more adventurous things to do.
Prices
Adults (12-99 years) – 250 Kuna or 34 €
Children (6-11 years) – 170 Kuna or 23 €

Private Tours can be arranged upon request
We are also happy to accomodate big groups, team building events and packages with lunch.

Tour duration
4 hours including shuttle to the entry
5-6 hours with transfer from Split

Highlights





Get more out of your trip than just rafting
jump off rocky cliffs ranging from 4 1/2 to 5 1/2 meters
feel like Indiana Jones entering our beautiful cave
try your first rafting experience with us, it is completely suitable for beginners

Meeting point
Six kilometers from Omis is the free parking for guests arriving by car. There are no public buses, please
indicate in the request if you have no means of transport.
Rafting Pirate Meeting Point A for Google or Waze.
Meeting point is "Izletiste Luka" - if you come from Split, in Omis turn left after the bridge. If you come
from the south like Makarska turn right before the bridge. Please drive for 5 km always along the river
(keep left).
You drive past the famous restaurant "Radmanove Mlinice" and 500m after the restaurant our parking
lot is "Isletižte Luka" on the right side.
https://g.page/raftingpirate?share
What to bring?







Swimsuit
T-Shirt to wear under our savety vests
Towel
Change of clothes
Closed sandals or trainers that can get wet
Glasses strap if required

FAQ
1. How often does the rafting take place?
Low season: 27.04. – 14.06, 01.09 – 27.10 we go once per day
High season: 15.06 – 31.08 we go twice per day
2. How far in advance shall I book the tour?
We advise to book at least one day before. For bigger groups it makes sense to book a few
days before.
3. Can we book a private rafting tour?
Of course, we also provide private tours, either just your group in the boat or completely a
trip only for you. Please contact us for an offer.
4. Can we book transfer?
We can organize transfer at additional costs. From Split we have a fixed meeting point.
Please contact us for arrangements.

Tour itineray
We welcome our guests at our free parking area located about 6 km from Omiš. Our parking is also the
finish point of the rafting tour, so you can leave towels and dry clothes in the car. With a shuttle which
is included in the tour price, we will bring you in about 20 minutes up to the entry point.
Once arrived at our entry you will receive your rafting equipment. Our guide explains the safety rules
and the basics of paddling technique.
The first part of the river is quite easy, so you can apply the instructions and get used to sitting on the
raft.
We will stop at shallow waters to enjoy the crystal-clear water our river Cetina has to offer. As the river
is controlled by a dam, water temperatures rise up to 20 degrees in summer.
To spice up the adventure we will visit a beautiful cave. That will mean you have to get out of the boat
and do a bit of swimming and climbing over rocks, pure canyoning. Those who feel uncomfortable
doing this, can choose the detour by walking around for about 200 meters.
All guests meet again and jump back in the boat. We pass some waterfalls and the rapids now get a bit
wilder, so be prepared to get wet.
We arrive at our cliff jumping spot, again optional of course. The jumps are from 4,5 meters and 5,5
meters into 6 meter deep water.
Continuing our tour, we pass the famous Cetina Canyon called „Tisne Stine“, which reminds many
guests of the Lord of the Rings „Pillars of the Kings“.
We finish our tour at our own private exit.

